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autism makes that seem nearly impossible.To save the local schoolhouse in
Paul and Gender Cynthia Long Westfall 2016-11-15 A Coherent Pauline

TOUCH BLUE, the town decides to increase the number of students by

Theology of Gender Respected New Testament scholar Cynthia Long

having several families take in foster children.When Lucy's family moves to

Westfall offers a coherent Pauline theology of gender, which includes fresh

an old house on a lake in HALF A CHANCE, she tries to see her new home

perspectives on the most controverted texts. Westfall interprets passages on

through her camera's lens.

women and men together and places those passages in the context of the

How the Irish Became White Noel Ignatiev 2012-11-12 '...from time to time a

Pauline corpus as a whole. She offers viable alternatives for some notorious

study comes along that truly can be called ‘path breaking,’ ‘seminal,’ ‘essential,’

interpretive problems in certain Pauline passages, reframing gender issues in

a ‘must read.’ How the Irish Became White is such a study.' John Bracey,

a way that stimulates thinking, promotes discussion, and moves the

W.E.B. Du Bois Department of Afro-American Studies, University of

conversation forward. As Westfall explores the significance of Paul's teaching

Massachussetts, Amherst The Irish came to America in the eighteenth

on both genders, she seeks to support and equip males and females to serve in

century, fleeing a homeland under foreign occupation and a caste system that

their area of gifting.

regarded them as the lowest form of humanity. In the new country – a land

The Cynthia Lord Collection: Rules, Touch Blue, Half A Chance Cynthia Lord

of opportunity – they found a very different form of social hierarchy, one that

2014-07-29 A collection of Cynthia Lord's critically acclaimed and bestselling

was based on the color of a person’s skin. Noel Ignatiev’s 1995 book – the first

titles including RULES, a Newbery Honor Book. This new ebook collection of

published work of one of America’s leading and most controversial historians

Cynthia Lord's middle grade novels includes RULES, TOUCH BLUE, and

– tells the story of how the oppressed became the oppressors; how the new

HALF A CHANCE. These are stories of family, friendship, and hope.In

Irish immigrants achieved acceptance among an initially hostile population

RULES, all Catherine wants is a "normal" life, and having a brother with

only by proving that they could be more brutal in their oppression of African
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Americans than the nativists. This is the story of How the Irish Became

dysfunctional and wonderfully vibrant. Jeannette Walls was the second of

White.

four children raised by anti-institutional parents in a household of extremes.

Angus and Sadie Cynthia Voigt 2012-07-03 Newbery Medalist Cynthia Voigt

Restless William Boyd 2010-01-08 Sally Gilmartin can’t escape her past.

presents this charming middle grade novel about two border collie puppies

Living in the idyllic English countryside in 1976, Sally is haunted by her

growing up on a farm—a brother and sister who couldn't be more different

experiences during the Second World War. She also suspects someone is

from each other...or so they think. "Voigt's touch with dogs is as deft as it is

trying to kill her. With mounting fear, Sally confides with her daughter

with humans," raved The Horn Book. Angus and Sadie are siblings, but that

Ruth; a woman struggling with her own past. Sally drops a bombshell. She is

doesn't mean they're the same. Angus is black-and-white and bigger. He is a

actually Eva Delectorskaya, a Russian émigré recruited as a spy by the British

good, brave, and clever dog—and he likes that. Sadie, on the other hand, is

prior to the Second World War. For the past thirty years, Eva has led a

red-and-white and small. She isn't as quick to learn—or to obey. Angus thinks

second life hiding from the ghosts of her past. Eva reveals her secret to her

she's scared of everything, but Sadie knows that's not true. She's just different.

daughter through a series of written chapters for a planned book. As Ruth

This heartwarming story of two wonderful border collie siblings growing up

delves into her mother’s writing, she learns the shocking truth. Eva was

on a farm in Maine is perfect for young readers who enjoyed Ann M.

recruited in Paris prior to the Second World War, following the death of her

Martin’s A Dog’s Life and John Grogan’s Marley books, animal lovers of all

brother Kolia; also a British spy. Taught by an enigmatic spymaster named

ages, and anyone who's ever had—or wondered what it would be like to

Lucas Romer, Eva learned the art of espionage and was made part of a unit

have—a brother or sister just like themselves, but very, very different.

specializing in media manipulation. Above all, she was taught ‘Rule Number

End of Days Sylvia Browne 2008-06-24 Religious wars, global terrorism,

One’ of spying: trust no one — a rule broken when she and Romer began a

pandemics, and genocide have all helped to usher in the Anxiety Age. Who

dangerous love affair. The affair had tragic consequences. In 1941, Eva and

better to lead the way out than popular psychic Sylvia Browne? In End of

Romer were assigned to the United States. They were given the task of

Days, Browne tackles the most daunting of subjects with her trademark

manipulating the American media into motivating the public to support entry

clarity, wisdom, and serenity, answering such difficult questions as: What's

into the war on the Allied side. While in New York, Eva’s affair with Romer

coming in the next fifty years? What do the great prophecies of Nostradamus

set in motion events that culminated in her betrayal and her flight from the

and the Book of Revelation mean? If the world is really going to end, what

British Secret Services. She found eventual refuge in a new life as Sally

will unfold in our final hours? For anyone who's ever wondered where

Gilmartin. Thirty years later, Eva’s identity unravels with her confession to

we're headed, and what—if anything—we can do to prevent a catastrophe of

her daughter. Ruth struggles with the truth, and her own recent past fills her

biblical proportions, End of Days is a riveting and insightful must-read.

with self-doubt and insecurity. A failed relationship in Germany resulted in a

The Glass Castle Jeannette Walls 2007-01-02 A triumphant tale of a young

son and an eventual return to England. Her mother’s confession leads Ruth to

woman and her difficult childhood, The Glass Castle is a remarkable memoir

the realization that her mother is entangling her in one final mission — a

of resilience, redemption, and a revelatory look into a family at once deeply

showdown with Eva’s past betrayer. Restless twists and turns through the
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double life of one remarkable woman. Through Eva’s life, William Boyd asks

through the terror of unexpected creatures in cabins and the first sparkle of a

the intriguing question — How well do we truly know someone?

crush, Melody’s about to discover how brave and strong she really is.

A Handful of Stars Cynthia Lord 2015-05-26 This powerful middle-grade

Drums, Girls, and Dangerous Pie Jordan Sonnenblick 2010-01-01 From first-

novel from the Newbery Honor author of RULES explores a friendship

time novelist Jordan Sonnenblick, a brave and beautiful story that will make

between a small-town girl and the daughter of migrant workers.

readers laugh and break their hearts at the same time. Thirteen-year-old

No Safety in Numbers Dayna Lorentz 2013 Teens Shay, Marco, Lexi, and

Steven has a totally normal life: he plays drums in the All-Star Jazz band, has

Ryan, quarantined in a shopping mall after a biological bomb goes off in an air

a crush on the hottest girl in the school, and is constantly annoyed by his five-

duct, learn that in an emergency people change, and not always for the

year-old brother, Jeffrey. But when Jeffrey is diagnosed with leukemia,

better, as many become sick and supplies run low.

Steven's world is turned upside down. He is forced to deal with his brother's

Gathering Blue Lois Lowry 2000-09-25 Lois Lowry once again creates a

illness and his parents' attempts to keep the family in one piece. Salted with

mysterious but plausible future world. It is a society ruled by savagery and

humor and peppered with devastating realities, DRUMS, GIRLS, AND

deceit that shuns and discards the weak. Left orphaned and physically flawed,

DANGEROUS PIE is a heartwarming journey through a year in the life of a

young Kira faces a frightening, uncertain future. Blessed with an almost

family in crisis.

magical talent that keeps her alive, she struggles with ever broadening

Dave at Night Gail Carson Levine 2013-08-27 If nobody wants him, that's

responsibilities in her quest for truth, discovering things that will change her

fine.He'll just take care of himself. When his father dies, Dave knows nothing

life forever. As she did in THE GIVER, Lowry challenges readers to imagine

will ever be thesame. And then it happens. Dave lands in an orphanage—the

what our world could become, how people could evolve, and what could be

cold and strict Hebrew Home for Boys in Harlem—far from the life he knew

considered valuable. Every reader will be taken by Kira’s plight and will

on the Lower East Side. But he's not so worried. He knows he'll be okay. He

long ponder her haunting world and the hope for the future.

always is. If it doesn't work out, he'll just leave, find a better place to stay. But

Out of My Heart Sharon M. Draper 2021-11-09 Melody faces her fears to

it's not that simple. Outside the gates of the orphanage, the nighttime streets

follow her passion in this stunning sequel to the acclaimed, New York Times

of Harlem buzz with jazz musicians and swindlers; exclusive parties and

bestselling middle grade novel Out of My Mind. Melody, the huge-hearted

mystifying strangers. Inside, another world unfolds, thick with rare

heroine of Out of My Mind, is a year older, and a year braver. And now with

friendships and bitter enemies. Perhaps somewhere, among it all, Dave can

her Medi-talker, she feels nothing’s out of her reach, not even summer camp.

find a place that feels like home.

There have to be camps for differently-abled kids like her, and she’s going to

The Activists' Handbook Aidan Ricketts 2012-03-08 A priceless resource for

sleuth one out. A place where she can trek through a forest, fly on a zip line,

everyone ready to make a difference, environmental activist Aidan Ricketts

and even ride on a horse! A place where maybe she really can finally make a

offers a step-by-step handbook for citizens eager to start or get involved in

real friend, make her own decisions, and even do things on her own—the

grass-roots movements and beyond. Providing all essential practical tools,

dream! By the light of flickering campfires and the power of thunderstorms,

methods and strategies needed for a successful campaign and extensively
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discussing legal and ethical issues, this book empowers its readers to

bedrock assumptions about ourselves, our values, and our communities. As

effectively promote their cause. Lots of ready-to-use documents and

sturdy as a Chicago bungalow and bursting with life, May's debut is perfect

comprehensive information on digital activism and group strategy make this

for book clubs." --Booklist (starred review) "In May's vivid, suspenseful,

book an essential companion for any campaign. Including case studies from the

funny, compassionate and epiphanic first novel, the decorous Mrs. Motley, a

US, UK, Canada and Australia, this is the ultimate guidebook to participatory

retired librarian, along with her close-knit, gossipy Chicago South Side

democracy.

community, dreads the return of the notorious Stew Pot Reeves." --Booklist,

Rules (Scholastic Gold) Cynthia Lord 2013-09-24 This Newbery Honor Book is

naming Bedrock Faith a Top 10 First Novel of 2014 "May's expansive first

a heartfelt and witty story about feeling different and finding acceptance--

novel reveals the complicated emotional economy that holds together a

beyond the rules. Rules joins the Scholastic Gold line, which features award-

neighborhood in crisis...May's vivid descriptions of the rhythms of life in the

winning and beloved novels. Includes exclusive bonus content!Twelve-year-

suburb...reveal vibrant lives in ordinary houses." --Publishers Weekly After

old Catherine just wants a normal life. Which is near impossible when you

fourteen years in prison, Gerald "Stew Pot" Reeves, age thirty-one, returns

have a brother with autism and a family that revolves around his disability.

home to live with his mom in Parkland, a black middle-class neighborhood on

She's spent years trying to teach David the rules from "a peach is not a funny-

Chicago's South Side. A frightening delinquent before being sent away, his

looking apple" to "keep your pants on in public" -- in order to head off David's

return sends Parkland residents into a religiously infused tailspin, which only

embarrassing behaviors.But the summer Catherine meets Jason, a surprising,

increases when Stew Pot announces that he experienced a religious

new sort-of friend, and Kristi, the next-door friend she's always wished for,

awakening in prison. Most neighbors are skeptical of this claim, with one

it's her own shocking behavior that turns everything upside down and forces

notable exception: Mrs. Motley, a widowed retiree and the Reeves's next-door

her to ask: What is normal?

neighbor who loans Stew Pot a Bible, which is seen by Stew Pot and many in

Bedrock Faith Eric Charles May 2014-02-10 One of Roxane Gay's Top 10

the community as a friendly gesture. With uncompromising fervor (and with

Books of 2014 One of Booklist's Top 10 First Novels of 2014 One of the Chicago

a new pit bull named John the Baptist), Stew Pot appoints himself the moral

Reader's Favorite Books of 2014 A Women's Book Group Discussion Selection,

judge of Parkland. He discovers that a woman on his block is a lesbian and outs

Women & Children First Bookstore One of O, The Oprah Magazine's Ten

her to the neighborhood, the first battle in an escalating war of wills with

Books to Pick Up Now, April 2014 Shortlisted for the 2014 Great Lakes Great

immediate neighbors: after a mild threat from the block club president, Stew

Reads Award Longlisted for The Morning News's 2015 Tournament of Books

Pot reveals a secret that leaves the president's marriage in ruin; after catching

One of Five Books to Read Now, Chicago Tribune/Printers Row Eric Charles

a woman from across the street snooping around his backyard, Stew Pot

May was named one of 25 Writers to Watch by Guild Literary Complex and

commits an act of intimidation that leads directly to her death. Stew Pot's

one of the Lit 50 2014 by Newcity Named a Notable African-American Title

prison mentor, an African American albino named Brother Crown, is released

by Publishers Weekly "In this vivid, suspenseful, funny, and compassionate

from prison not long after and moves in with Stew Pot and his mom. His plan

novel of epiphanies, tragedies, and transformations, May drills down to our

is to go on a revival tour, with Stew Pot as his assistant. One night, as Stew
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Pot, Mrs. Reeves, and Brother Crown are witnessing around the

he could play in the NBA tomorrow. But it only takes one false step to lose

neighborhood, a teenager from the block attempts to burn down the Reeves

everything. Danny Wilcox is Terrell’s best friend and teammate, and a top

home. He botches the job and instead sets fire to Mrs. Motley's house. She is

prospect himself, but these days it seems like everyone wants to get close to

just barely rescued, but her house is a total loss and she moves in with a

Terrell: the sneaker guys, the money managers, the college boosters. They

nearby family. Neighbors are sure Stew Pot is behind the fire. The

show up offering fast cars, hot girls, and cold, hard cash. They say they just

retaliations against Stew Pot continue, sending him over an emotional ledge as

want to help, but their kind of help could get Terrell disqualified. Danny and

his life spirals out of control with grave consequences. Through the

Terrell better keep their eyes on the ball if they hope to last the season. John

unforgettable characters of Stew Pot and Mrs. Motley, the novel provides a

Feinstein has been praised as “the best writer of sports books in America

reflection on God, the living and the dead, and the possibilities of finding love

today” (The Boston Globe), and he proves it again in this fast-paced novel.

without reservation.

“Thorough and suspenseful; a must-read for those interested in basketball and

Rules Cynthia Lord 2008-09-01 Twelve-year-old Catherine just wants a

the dealings surrounding the sport.” —Kirkus Reviews, Starred

normal life. Which is near impossible when you have a brother with autism

Rules Cynthia Lord 2008

and a family that revolves around his disability. She's spent years trying to

12 Rules for Life Jordan B. Peterson 2018 "What does everyone in the

teach David the rules from "a peach is not a funny-looking apple" to "keep

modern world need to know? [The author's] answer to this most difficult of

your pants on in public"---in order to head off David's embarrassing behaviors.

questions uniquely combines the hard-won truths of ancient tradition with

But the summer Catherine meets Jason, a surprising, new sort-of friend, and

the stunning revelations of cutting-edge scientific research. [The author

Kristi, the next-door friend she's always wished for, it's her own shocking

discusses] discussing discipline, freedom, adventure and responsibility,

behavior that turns everything upside down and forces her to ask: What is

distilling the world's wisdom into 12 practical and profound rules for life"--

normal?

Esperanza Rising (Scholastic Gold) Pam Muñoz Ryan 2012-10-01 Esperanza

All the Answers Kate Messner 2015-01-27 Discovering a magical pencil that

Rising joins the Scholastic Gold line, which features award-winning and

imparts answers to her questions, Ava and her best friend, Sophie, learn the

beloved novels. Includes exclusive bonus content! Esperanza thought she'd

pencil's rules and become increasingly reliant on its replies until it reveals a

always live a privileged life on her family's ranch in Mexico. She'd always

scary truth about Ava's family. By the award-winning author of the Marty

have fancy dresses, a beautiful home filled with servants, and Mama, Papa,

McGuire series.

and Abuelita to care for her. But a sudden tragedy forces Esperanza and Mama

Foul Trouble John Feinstein 2013-11-12 Bestselling sportswriter John

to flee to California and settle in a Mexican farm labor camp. Esperanza isn't

Feinstein exposes the big money and back-room deals that pervade college-

ready for the hard work, financial struggles brought on by the Great

basketball recruiting in this fast-break young adult novel. Terrell Jamerson is

Depression, or lack of acceptance she now faces. When Mama gets sick and a

the #1 high school basketball player in the country. His team is poised to win

strike for better working conditions threatens to uproot their new life,

State, top colleges are lining up to give him scholarships, and everyone says

Esperanza must find a way to rise above her difficult circumstances-because
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Mama's life, and her own, depend on it.

content! Ever since May, Summer's aunt and good-as-a-mother for the past six

Touch Blue Cynthia Lord 2012-11-01 An exquisite second novel from the

years, died in the garden among her pole beans and carrots, life for Summer

Newbery Honor author of RULES! TOUCH BLUE, sure as certain, will touch

and her Uncle Ob has been as bleak as winter. Ob doesn't want to create his

your heart. The state of Maine plans to shut down her island's schoolhouse,

beautiful whirligigs anymore, and he and Summer have slipped into a sadness

which would force Tess's family to move to the mainland--and Tess to leave

that they can't shake off. They need May in whatever form they can have

the only home she has ever known. Fortunately, the islanders have a plan

her -- a message, a whisper, a sign that will tell them what to do next. When

too: increase the numbers of students by having several families take in foster

that sign comes, Summer with discover that she and Ob can keep missing

children. So now Tess and her family are taking a chance on Aaron, a

May but still go on with their lives.

thirteen-year-old trumpet player who has been bounced from home to home.

Woodlawn Todd Gerelds 2015-09-15 This riveting true story of courage,

And Tess needs a plan of her own--and all the luck she can muster. Will

strength, and football at the height of racial tension in Birmingham, Alabama,

Tess's wish come true or will her luck run out? Newbery Honor author

inspired the motion picture Woodlawn, and tells the story of Coach Tandy

Cynthia Lord offers a warm-hearted, humorous, and thoughtful look at what

Gerelds, his running back Tony Nathan, and a high school football game that

it means to belong--and how lucky we feel when we do. Touch Blue, sure as

healed a city. Woodlawn is soon to be a major motion picture starring Jon

certain, will touch your heart.

Voight, Nic Bishop, and C. Thomas Howell. In the midst of violent,

Umbrella Summer Lisa Graff 2009 After her brother Jared dies, ten-year-old

impassioned racial tensions in Birmingham, Alabama, new football coach,

Annie worries about the hidden dangers of everything, from bug bites to

Tandy Gerelds, was struggling to create a winning football team at Woodlawn

bicycle riding, until she is befriended by a new neighbor who is grieving her

High School—one of the last schools in Birmingham to integrate. The team he

own loss.

was handed did not have the caliber of players he needed to win—until he

Rules Cynthia Lord 2008 Frustrated at life with an autistic brother, twelve-

saw Tony Nathan run. But Tony was African American and Coach Gerelds

year-old Catherine longs for a normal existence but her world is further

knew that putting him in as running back would be like drawing a target on

complicated by a friendship with a young paraplegic.

his own back and the back of his soon-to-be star player. But Coach Gerelds saw

We Are the Ship Kadir Nelson 2008-01-08 Using an "Everyman" player as his

something in Tony, and he knew that his decision to let him play was about

narrator, Kadir Nelson tells the story of Negro League baseball from its

more than football. It was about doing what was right for the school…and the

beginnings in the 1920s through the decline after Jackie Robinson crossed

city. And soon, the only place in the city where blacks and whites got along

over to the majors in 1947. Illustrations from oil paintings by artist Kadir

was on Coach Gerelds’s football team. With the help of a new school chaplain,

Nelson.

Tony learned to look beyond himself and realized that there was more at

Missing May (Scholastic Gold) Cynthia Rylant 2013-06-25 This critically

stake than winning a game. In 1974, Coach Gerelds’s interracial team made

acclaimed winner of the Newbery Medal joins the Scholastic Gold line, which

Alabama history drawing 42,000 fans into the stadium to watch them play. It

features award-winning and beloved novels. Includes exclusive bonus

was this game that triggered the unity and support of the Woodlawn High
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School Colonels and that finally allowed a city to heal and taught its citizens

Angel's final scoundrel in the spectacular conclusion to her New York Times

how to love.

bestselling Rules of Scoundrels series . . . By day, she is Lady Georgiana, sister

The London Eye Mystery Siobhan Dowd 2008-02-12 Ted and Kat watched

to a duke, ruined before her first season in the worst kind of scandal. But the

their cousin Salim board the London Eye. But after half an hour it landed and

truth is far more shocking—in London's darkest corners, she is Chase, the

everyone trooped off–except Salim. Where could he have gone? How on

mysterious, unknown founder of the city's most legendary gaming hell. For

earth could he have disappeared into thin air? Ted and his older sister, Kat,

years, her double identity has gone undiscovered . . . until now. Brilliant,

become sleuthing partners, since the police are having no luck. Despite their

driven, handsome-as-sin Duncan West is intrigued by the beautiful, ruined

prickly relationship, they overcome their differences to follow a trail of clues

woman who is somehow connected to a world of darkness and sin. He knows

across London in a desperate bid to find their cousin. And ultimately it comes

she is more than she seems, and he vows to uncover all of Georgiana's secrets,

down to Ted, whose brain works in its own very unique way, to find the

laying bare her past, threatening her present, and risking all she holds dear . .

key to the mystery. This is an unput-downable spine-tingling thriller–a race

. including her heart.

against time.

Denis Ever After Tony Abbott 2018-07-24 Written by award-winning author

Somewhere Safe with Somebody Good Jan Karon 2015-08-04 #1 New York

Tony Abbott and perfect for fans of The Ethan I Was Before and The Thing

Times bestselling author Jan Karon welcomes you back home to Mitford in

About Jellyfish, this bittersweet middle grade novel follows the ghost of

this inspirational novel that “hits the sweet spot at the intersection of your

Denis Egan as he teams up with his living twin brother to solve the mystery

heart and your funny bone” (USA Today). After five hectic years of

of his death. Denis Egan is dead. He’s okay with that. It’s been five years since

retirement from Lord’s Chapel, Father Tim Kavanagh returns with his wife,

he died, and the place where souls go is actually pretty nice. Sure, there are

Cynthia, from the land of his Irish ancestors. While he’s glad to be at home in

some things about his life and how it ended he can’t quite recall, but that’s

Mitford, something is definitely missing from his life: a pulpit. But when he’s

how it’s supposed to be. Remembering could prevent Denis from moving on

offered one, he decides he doesn’t want it. For years, he believed he had a

to whatever’s next. However, something is standing in his way. His twin

few answers. Now he has questions. How can he possibly help Dooley’s

brother Matt can’t let go of him, and as long as the living are holding on to his

younger brother, Sammy, make it through the fallout of a disasterous

memory, Denis can’t rest in peace. To uncover the truth about what

childhood? Could doing a good deed for the town bookstore be the best thing

happened that day five years before, Denis returns to his hometown and

for his befuddled spirit? And who was riding through town in a limo? Not

teams up with Matt. But visiting for too long has painful consequences for

Edith Mallory. Then an editorial in the weekly Muse poses a question that

Denis, and Matt’s renewed interest in his brother’s passing is driving a wedge

sets the whole town looking for answers: Does Mitford still take care of its

between his still-grieving parents. Can the two boys solve the mystery of

own?

Denis’s death without breaking apart the family he’s left behind?

Never Judge a Lady by Her Cover Sarah MacLean 2014-11-25 RITA®

Gideon the Ninth Tamsyn Muir 2019-09-10 Gideon the Ninth is the first book

Award-winning author Sarah MacLean reveals the identity of The Fallen

in the New York Times and USA Today Bestselling Locked Tomb Trilogy,
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and one of the Best Books of 2019 according to NPR, the New York Public

library toys and the children who borrow them, written by Newbery

Library, Amazon, BookPage, Shelf Awareness, BookRiot, and Bustle!

Honoree Cynthia Lord. Ivy was Anne the librarian’s doll when she was a

WINNER of the 2020 Locus Award and Crawford Award Finalist for the

young girl. But now she has moved to Anne’s library to be its newest Book

2020 Hugo, Nebula, Dragon, and World Fantasy Awards “Unlike anything

Buddy—a toy that can be checked out just like a book. Ivy isn’t sure she wants

I’ve ever read. ” —V.E. Schwab “Lesbian necromancers explore a haunted

to be borrowed, though. She’d rather go back to just being Anne’s favorite toy.

gothic palace in space!” —Charles Stross “Deft, tense and atmospheric,

Fern, a child who visits the library with her stepfamily, also wishes things

compellingly immersive and wildly original.” —The New York Times The

could go back to the way they were, when Fern had her dad all to herself.

Emperor needs necromancers. The Ninth Necromancer needs a

When Fern takes Ivy home, an unexpected outdoor adventure helps both of

swordswoman. Gideon has a sword, some dirty magazines, and no more time

them find confidence and belonging in their changing worlds. This

for undead nonsense. Tamsyn Muir’s Gideon the Ninth unveils a solar system

heartwarming story by Cynthia Lord, with a classic feel and gentle

of swordplay, cut-throat politics, and lesbian necromancers. Her characters leap

illustrations by Stephanie Graegin, is the first in a chapter-book series that

off the page, as skillfully animated as arcane revenants. The result is a heart-

pairs friendly toys with child characters who need them.

pounding epic science fantasy. Brought up by unfriendly, ossifying nuns,

Homesick Jean Fritz 2007-03-01 The accolades speak for themselves:"Fritz

ancient retainers, and countless skeletons, Gideon is ready to abandon a life of

draws the readers into scenes from her youth in the turbulent China of the

servitude and an afterlife as a reanimated corpse. She packs up her sword, her

mid-twenties. One comes to appreciate the generous affection of her

shoes, and her dirty magazines, and prepares to launch her daring escape. But

nurse/companion Lin Nai-Nai, the isolating distance in her mother's grief

her childhood nemesis won’t set her free without a service. Harrowhark

over losing a second child, the dynamics of a suffering population venting its

Nonagesimus, Reverend Daughter of the Ninth House and bone witch

hostility on foreigners, and most of all, the loneliness of a child's exile from a

extraordinaire, has been summoned into action. The Emperor has invited the

homeland she has imagined constantly but never seen....A remarkable blend

heirs to each of his loyal Houses to a deadly trial of wits and skill. If

of truth and storytelling." --Booklist, starred review"An insightful memory's-

Harrowhark succeeds she will be become an immortal, all-powerful servant of

eye-view of her childhood...Young Jean is a strong character, and many of

the Resurrection, but no necromancer can ascend without their cavalier.

her reactions to people and events are timeless and universal." --School

Without Gideon’s sword, Harrow will fail, and the Ninth House will die. Of

Library Journal, starred review"Told with an abundance of humor--

course, some things are better left dead. THE LOCKED TOMB TRILOGY

sometimes wry, sometimes mischievous and irreverent--the story is vibrant

BOOK 1: Gideon the Ninth BOOK 2: Harrow the Ninth BOOK 3: Alecto the

with atmosphere, personalities, and a palpable sense of place." --The Horn

Ninth At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights

Book"Every now and then a book comes along that makes me want to send a

Management Software (DRM) applied.

valentine to its author. Homesick is such a book....Pungent and delicious." --

Book Buddies: Ivy Lost and Found Cynthia Lord 2021-09-28 A lonely doll

Katherine Paterson, The Washington Post

helps a child adjust to a blended family in the first of a charming series about

The Summer of Broken Rules K. L. Walther 2021-05-04 Perfect for fans of
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Jenny Han and Katie Cotugno, this is a story of loss, romance, and the time it

Lord likes fostering rabbits—or, as she fondly calls it, “borrowing bunnies.”

takes to become who you really want to be. It's all just fun and games...until

This is the heartwarming true story of the author’s own journey with two

someone loses their heart. When Meredith Fox lost her sister, Claire, eighteen

very special rabbits. In the spring of 2016, Peggotty and Benjamin were saved

months ago, she shut everyone out. But this summer she's determined to join

by Maine’s Cottontail Cottage Rabbit Rescue after their previous owners had

the world again. The annual family vacation to Martha's Vineyard seems like

neglected them. But before the two Netherland Dwarf rabbits could be

the perfect place to reconnect. Her entire extended family is gathering for a

adopted, Cynthia had to help them learn to trust people and feel safe inside a

big summer wedding, and although Meredith is dateless after being

home. The bunnies slowly settled in, enjoying their clean pens, nibbling new

unexpectedly dumped, she's excited to participate in the traditional Fox

foods, and playing with fun toys, while Cindy’s husband, John Bald,

family game of assassin that will take place during the week of wedding

photographed Benjamin and Peggotty’s every step toward adoption. At that

festivities. Claire always loved the game, and Meredith is determined to

time, hundreds of viewers were drawn to Cindy’s Facebook page to watch

honor her legacy. But when Meredith forms an assassin alliance with a cute

their progress. Now, she has adapted the rabbits’ true story into a picture book

groomsman, she finds herself getting distracted. Meredith tries to focus on the

that explores love, responsibility, empathy, and letting go—along with

game and win it for her sister, but she can't help falling for him. And as the

fostering’s many surprises, both big and small. Young readers will delight in

week progresses, she realizes she's not only at risk of losing the game, but also

watching these bunnies thrive while also learning a few fun animal facts.

her heart.

With Cindy’s pitch-perfect blend of warmth and real-life experience,

Half a Chance Cynthia Lord 2014-02-25 A moving new middle-grade novel

Borrowing Bunnies is a new classic in narrative nonfiction.

from the Newbery Honor author of RULES. When Lucy's family moves to

Because of the Rabbit Cynthia Lord 2019-03-26 Newbery Honor-winning

an old house on a lake, Lucy tries to see her new home through her camera's

author Cynthia Lord has written a sensitive and accessible book about the

lens, as her father has taught her -- he's a famous photographer, away on a

challenges of fitting in when you know you're a little different. On the last

shoot. Will her photos ever meet his high standards? When she discovers that

night of summer, Emma tags along with her game warden father on a

he's judging a photo contest, Lucy decides to enter anonymously. She wants

routine call. They're supposed to rescue a wild rabbit from a picket fence, but

to find out if her eye for photography is really special -- or only good enough.

instead they find a little bunny. Emma convinces her father to bring him

As she seeks out subjects for her photos, Lucy gets to know Nate, the boy

home for the night.The next day, Emma starts public school for the very first

next door. But slowly the camera reveals what Nate doesn't want to see: his

time after years of being homeschooled. More than anything, Emma wants to

grandmother's memory is slipping away, and with it much of what he

make a best friend in school.But things don't go as planned. On the first day of

cherishes about his summers on the lake. This summer, Nate will learn about

school, she's paired with a boy named Jack for a project. He can't stay on topic,

the power of art to show truth. And Lucy will learn how beauty can change

he speaks out of turn, and he's obsessed with animals. Jack doesn't fit in, and

lives . . . including her own.

Emma's worried he'll make her stand out.Emma and Jack bond over her

Borrowing Bunnies Cynthia Lord 2019-02-12 Newbery Honor author Cynthia

rescue rabbit. But will their new friendship keep Emma from finding the
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new best friend she's meant to have?Newbery Honor-winning author

Journey of the Sparrows Fran Leeper Buss 2002-12 Maria and her brother

Cynthia Lord has written a beautiful and sensitive book about being different

and sister, Salvadoran refugees, are smuggled into the United States in crates

and staying true to yourself.

and try to eke out a living in Chicago with the help of a sympathetic family.
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